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AIRCRAFT FINANCE AND LEGAL STRUCTURES
Planning requires knowhow
We evaluate and present valid financing and insurance options. We have in-depth knowledge
and experience that can leverage with a customer’s banking and financing relations when a
corporate aircraft finance solution is required. Often, high-net-worth individuals don’t have to
justify cost or needs. On the other hand, corporate governance usually requires detailled and
auditable documentation of business purpose and ROI of an aircraft. The aircraft manufacturing and sales markets have procedures to report suspicious financial transactions during the
purchase or sale of an aircraft.

Get Finance - Preserve Capital – Save Taxes
Many Aircraft Finance solutions allow preserving
capital through efficient and cost-effective planning. NEXXUS Aerospace Ltd. gives state-of-the
art comprehensive consulting and can arrange
measure-tailored financing We know how to get
results negotiating with lenders.

Our industry

expertise enables us to structure integrated financial solutions that help leverage the maximum value of capital.

We further specialize in

helping borrowers with current troubled aircraft
loans including refinancing, and financing for aircraft acquisitions.
Our planning includes and examines the tax consequences of an aircraft Most aircraft owners
have a financial team and legal advisors. But
special knowhow of NEXXUS Aerospace Legal and Finance Advisors is in addition and close
cooperation needed: Only the right operating structures properly balance the competing areas of law to meet an owner’s requirements.
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This allows effectiveness from a tax perspective, and maximizes the possible income tax deductions including aircraft depreciation, while avoiding limitations.
Usually Income tax deductions result only from the use of an aircraft in a commercial environment. Tax deductions are not available for personal or hobby use. It is key that the aircraft be properly integrated into a business structure in full financial and legal compliance.
Then, and only then the cost of use are reasonable, auditable business expenses
ownership mode.

Our expertise and relationship network enables us to structure integrated financial solutions
that help leverage the maximum value of a customer’s capital, while providing a process that
is hassle-free. An aircraft can be purchased without credit, but for tax reasons we recommend
funding through a Swiss company. We further specialize in helping borrowers with current
troubled aircraft loans including refinancing, and financing for aircraft acquisitions. NEXXUS
Aerospace Ltd. can arrange this through its Swiss Trust branch NEXXUS Trust Ltd.
www.nexxustrust.com

